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INTRODUCTION 

SCORE is one of the most popular club nights in Bath. 

Ravers and Behavers alike rock up to its heavenly gates with their only concern about how 

to get in the least photos possible and where they can pick up a kebab on the way home. 

However the way in which you make it into SCORE is ridiculous. Queuing from 5am has even 

become a thing last semester and that cannot go on any longer. Putting SCORE tickets on 

sale online is the only answer to make sure everyone can have a fair chance at getting a 

ticket, without having to queue through the night. 

REASON FOR CHANGE 

Considering  
1. Bath SU operates two regular club nights a week during the formal academic

year; SCORE and Klass.
2. The Plug and Tub is a limited size venue which often attracts far more students to

attend its club nights than are able to attend.
3. Tickets for club nights go on sale at 8am on Monday mornings, and can only be

purchased in person.
4. A maximum of 20 tickets per person can be purchased at anyone time.
5. Queues for club night tickets have become extremely long and individuals have

begun queuing from as early as 5am.
6. "Demand for tickets has often outstretched availability, leaving individuals who

queued without tickets to show for it.
Bath Students’ Union recognises that  
Additional stress may be put on students who are unable to physically be on campus for the 
purchase of club night tickets to occur. 

1. Physical purchasing can lead to students missing training sessions or lectures.
2. The ability to purchase products and tickets online is now a regular occurrence.
3. Physical tickets could still be collected by individuals before the specific club

night at a time to suit them.

THE PROPOSAL 

Bath Students’ Union will 

1. Sell a specific amount of tickets to each club nights through BathStudent.com.
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2. Tickets will then be available to be collected from the Plug and Tub, and only 

physical tickets will be accepted at the door to club nights. 

3. Individual tickets only will be able to be purchased online for the initial 6 weeks 

of term. 

4. The amount of tickets able to be purchased online per person after the first 6 

weeks of the academic year (2016/17) will be at the discretion of the SU 

President. 

5. Online tickets will go on sale at the same time as physical ticket sales. 

 


